Functional genomics in higher eukaryotes faces major challenges attributable to the everincreasing complexity of the regulatory circuitry and its biological manifestation. The genomic regulon remains largely inaccessible to bioinformatics tools due to a degree of apparent functional redundancy (degeneration) of the underlying code and nonlinearities of its cellular interpretation. Based on recent biochemical work on transcription coregulators and their crosstalk with other genome maintenance and regulation pathways, a model is developed that offers an explanation how the cellular transcription machinery interprets the gene regulatory code. The experimental evidence suggests a secondary layer of coding by the chromatin structure of the genome producing hypercycles of repressed and open nucleosomal sites in euchromatin. The code is read out by coregulators analog and prior to the reading out of the primary coding (the nucleotide sequence) by transcriptionfactors. The coregulator model of transcription thus promises not only to enhance our comprehension of the biological phenomena leading to faithful gene regulation in higher eukaryotes, but also to overcome some of the above-described impediments to bioinformatic analysis, and it may lead to the systematic description of gene regulatory networks and their dynamics. The implications of a coregulator-based view of transcription for the development of tools analyzing genomes of higher eukaryotes for complex, composite nucleotide patterns derived from above molecular understanding are significant. Furthermore, the recent generation of systematic gene expression information in response to specific cellular signals can be utilized, within limits, as training data in multiple-round feed-back optimization of these complex search expressions.
The central goal of functional genomics is to understand the overall process of genetic regulation.How does the biochemical machinery of a cell respond to changing external and internal demands? Even for a simple bacterium, this question is difficult to answer in full detail, as myriad proteins, genes and other molecules interact in highly intricate networks of positive and negative feedbacks. Still, the most important mechanism of the prokaryotic regulation process is clear -regulation normally takes place through the binding of protein activator or repressor molecules to specific genes, thereby stimulating or suppressing their transcription and, hence, the production of their associated proteins.
In eukaryotic organisms, the control of transcription is significantly more complicated, and remains to be fully elucidated. To begin with, whereas a unique RNA polymerase carries out transcription in prokaryotes, three distinct polymerases share the task in eukaryotes. Moreover, these polymerases cannot initiate effective transcription on their own, but require the presence of a spectrum of proteins known as general transcription factors.These factors, together with the RNA polymerases, make up what is known as the basal transcription machinery -a dynamic collection of anywhere from 50 to 100 fundamental molecular factors. These details begin -but only begin -to hint at the full complexity of eukaryotic gene regulation.
As with the prokaryotes, activator or repressor proteins that bind to specific DNA sequences can also act to stimulate or suppress the transcription of specific genes in eukaryotes. Here, however, the action of such proteins is considerably more complicated, as it is affected by the packing of DNA within the chromosomes. The complex of DNA and protein that forms a chromosome is a chain-like structure called chromatin. Within the basic element of this chain -the nucleosome - the DNA strand winds tightly around a bead of histone proteins.The nucleosomes along the chromatin chain can self-associate -with the help of other histones -to form dense and more complex semi-crystalline structures, thereby packing the DNA efficiently within a small volume. This packing of DNA generally works against transcription, as it reduces the ability of basal transcription factors as well as activators or repressors to access crucial DNA binding sites.
Within the past decade, however, biologists have come to see chromatin as being highly dynamic rather than static, and to appreciate that this dynamism represents another important mechanism of gene regulation in eukaryotes. In particular, researchers have identified a number of 'coregulators' -protein complexes that act to unravel chromatin within local domains, thereby opening up the DNA to the action of basal transcription factors and other regulatory molecules. The existence of these coregulators suggests a rich and dynamic picture of transcription control.
In this paper, Arndt Benecke reviews recent studies in this area. While researchers have identified and characterized the activities of numerous coregulator complexes, the detailed mechanisms of the transcriptional regulatory processes remain largely unknown. The emerging evidence, Benecke suggests here, points to the possibility that transcription in eukaryotes can only be understood by adequately considering coregulator activity in conjunction with transcription factor activity. Moreover, and as others have recently suggested, these complexes may exert their regulatory influence by recognizing and acting on a functional 'chromatin code'.
Since chromatin packaging represents a barrier to transcription, as well as to other processes such as DNA repair and replication, biologists now understand that cells must continually 'remodel' the local chromatin structure to give regula-
Introduction
Recent progress in molecular biology and physical chemistry has led to the generation of systematic sequence and gene expression information for the genomes of higher eukaryotes, including man [1, 2] . Tools such as spatio-temporal controlled gene inactivation in mice [3] , the establishment of in vitro accessible mammalian development and cell differentiation models [4] and the biochemical characterization of their signaling and gene expression pathways have been developed [5] . A successful combination of these methods will, for the first time, render genome regulatory circuits accessible to more fundamental mathematical analysis of information processing, stability, emergence, and selfadaptation in higher eukaryotes.
The activity of all gene regulatory circuits is a direct reflection of the integration of the cellular state 1 at any given time. In response to intra-and extracellular signals the activity of gene regulatory circuits is under constant change, thereby supplying the cell with the required set and amounts of all gene products to act in accordance with the signaling event. The main regulatory load of this immensely complex autoexpression of the genome is carried by the process of gene transcription, the first step in gene expression [6] .
Gene Transcription and Its Regulation
The vast majority of genes are under tight control for their expression and vary according to changes in the cellular requirements. Extra-and intracellular signals directly define the expression levels of target genes and, by consequence, assemble specific gene programs. Although any gene within the program can be regulated by many different signals,composition and activity of the entity is specific to its signal and both are thus reciprocally defined.The regulation of these gene programs has to be tight for obvious reasons [6] .
The process of gene transcription is achieved by a machinery of great complexity consisting of a DNA-dependent RNA polymerase and associated general transcriptionfactors (GTFs) -the basal transcription machinery. In higher eukaryotes the composition of subcomplexes within the basal machinery is dynamic and the total amount of factors participating is within the range of approximately 50 to >100. The dynamic assembly of these complexes in higher eukaryotes is controlled and represents a first level of regulation [6] .
The second and predominant level of transcription control is achieved through the use of DNA sequence-specific transcriptionfactors (TFs) that activate or repress transcription when bound to the control region of the corresponding target gene. The utilization of sequence-specific TFs constitutes a multitude of regulatory degrees of freedom, of which the most important are the presence and accessibility of TF-binding sites and the availability and activity of the corresponding TFs and their coregulators [6] .
The complete set of sequence-specific and unspecific TFs together with their coregulators determine the expression level of a target gene through the integration of the different cellular signals they respond to. The entity of all TFs, their target sequences, and their response capacity to all signals that can be integrated is the genomic regulon of an organism. We estimate the number of degrees of freedom of any genomic regulon to exceed (by far) the number of genes × the number of cell types × the number of signals [6] .
Genome Structure and Its Impact on Transcription Regulation
Especially in eukaryotes (as opposed to prokaryotes), the packaging of DNA into chromatin not only represents an essential organizational but also an important regu-tory molecules access to the DNA substrate. This remodeling rests on the action of multi-protein complexes, and generally involves either the hydrolysis of ATP to alter histone-DNA interactions, or the post-translational modification of histone tails.For example,the SWI-SNF complex in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (and any other higher eukaryotes as well), works via the former mechanism, while the p300/CBP complex in mammals acts through the acetylation of histone tails, disrupting higher chromatin structures, and opening up the DNA to regulatory action. Other recently discovered coregulators induce chromatin remodeling through phosphorylation or methylation of the histone tails -a wide variety of effective modifications appear to be possible.
As Benecke points out, the central importance of coregulators in gene regulation is also apparent from their ability to alter the action of other transcription factors in a highly nonlinear way. Most transcription factors affect gene expression in a linear fashion, with the concentration of each factor contributing in an additive manner to determine the overall level of expression. In contrast, coregulator complexes, while not interacting directly with DNA,frequently generate appreciable 'synergies' between the actions of transcription factors,with changes in concentration having disproportionate consequences on the rate of transcription. For example, studies show that the nuclear receptor transcription intermediate factor-2 (TIF2) promotes synergy between two transcription activators. Researchers have also found that coregulators can act to switch transcription factors from being repressors to being activators,as well as link gene regulation to other molecular processes such as DNA maintenance and replication. All of this suggests that transcription regulation can be predicted accurately (if at all) only if coregulator activity is taken into account. latory feature. Chromatin structure is a direct obstacle to the process of gene transcription, and it can specifically be modified to contribute positively or negatively to the correct assembly of TFs and their activity [6, 7] . Figure 1 illustrates the shift in paradigm from prokaryotes that mainly regulate the expression of target genes through GTF recruitment towards a much more chromatin-dependent regulation in eukaryotes.
Most importantly, a recent study has clearly demonstrated that chromatin/histone (the basic constituents of chromatin) modifications are not only required for the de-repression step in gene activation but also play a necessary part in the activation process [8] .
Hence, it is no surprise that the majority of regulation encompasses modification of the chromatin structure of and around target genes [9] .The modifications occurring at the level of the chromosome, the nucleosomal array and the individual nucleosomes and the histones, are ample and only in part understood [10] [11] [12] [13] . These modifications are orchestrated by the TFs and executed by the only recently discovered transcription coregulators [7] . Just like TFs, coregulators can act in a positive (coactivator) or negative (corepressor) way upon the activity of a given TF or set of TFs. Coregulators do not specifically interact with DNA (as opposed to sequence-specific TFs), but display some degree of gene specificity (as opposed to GTFs) [7] . Coregulators provide an essential link between gene-specific regulators and cellular signaling and help to establish genomic plasticity. A schematic presentation of coregulator activity on gene expression and the physico-chemical processes it relies on are shown in figure 2.
The Coregulator Model of Transcription
The transcription apparatus of any given cell is capable to correctly read out the regulatory information encoded in the sequence and integrate it with the intra- A schematic presentation (not to scale) of transcription regulation in prokaryotes and eukaryotes, illustrating the change in paradigm concerning template structure. While prokaryotic gene regulation is only little controlled via the structure of the DNA protein complex, eukaryotes extensively use chromatin to repress and activate transcription of a gene. Thereby the contribution of recruitment and modification of GTF becomes a relatively minor contribution to overall transcription activity with respect to total required energy. Note also that while transcription regulation in prokaryotes can be approximated to a discrete process, in eukaryotes the wealth of chromatin and GTF modifications (cf. fig. 2 ), the degeneration of the regulatory code, the increased number of interpretable signals per regulatory region and the nonlinearities in signal processing allow continuous tuning of gene activity.
In short, coregulator complexes have a proven influence on chromatin remodeling, and through such influence affect a broad variety of basic regulatory processes.For this reason,Benecke suggests that it may be beneficial to think of coregulators as controlling the initial step of gene transcription, in contrast to the viewpoint of currently popular models.
In current models of transcription activation, it is not the coregulators but the transcription factors that are seen to play the initial triggering role.These factors are thought to recognize a target site in the chromatin, and then to recruit coactivators to the region. Subsequently, these coactivators remodel the chromatin and allow the gene to be transcribed. Hence, in this picture, the transcription factor orchestrates the initial step in gene activation through its specificity for the regulatory element. Benecke argues, however, that recent experiments have identified several cases in which a coactivator is required to open the chromatin before or at the same time as the transcription factor engages with its binding site. In these cases, at least, if not more generally, it may be more natural to see coregulators as the regulatory components that initiate the control of transcription.
Moreover, Benecke suggests, the action of the coregulators may be sensibly understood as being controlled by a second gene regulatory code, one that is implemented on top of the DNA-based code. The idea of a chromatin code,one that is written in the precise pattern of covalent modifications of histones within the chromatin (acetylation,methylation,etc.),has been a popular idea of recent years. If one thinks of the eukaryotic genome as a one-dimensional string of nucleosomes, then each nucleosome may carry modifications on its histone tails. The variety of modifications known to date suggests that a 'chromatin sequence'of this sort could be information rich, and potentially useful to the cell. In slightly more specific terms, Benecke proand extracellular signals determining its activity. The margin of error of this sophisticated machinery is orders of magnitude below the one of current bioinformatic analysis. The idea of a degenerative code and functional redundancy between TFs, as well as our current insight into coregulator function have prompted a coregulator-based view of transcription regulation, which is presented below.
Nonlinearities in Transcription Signal Integration
Despite complete sequence information on an increasing number of eukaryotic genomes, the deciphering of the regulatory circuitry is tremendously complicated by nonlinearities in the integration of transcription signals. While TF availability and activity can still simplistically be reduced to linear components in their contribution to the overall gene activity, the activity and interplay of coregulators can not. Several examples of our recent work are discussed to illustrate this fact.Among the most important biophysical effects of coregulators are the establishment of synergistic regulation [14-16; fig. 3 ] and cooperative DNA binding of TFs [17; fig.  3 ], switching between corepression and coactivation [18, 19; fig. 4 ], and cross-regulation with other DNA maintenance and replication processes [20; fig. 4 ].
Mechanisms of Coregulator-Induced TF Synergy and Cooperative DNA Binding
Synergy between TFs has been widely recognized as a predominant means to converge several different signals (encoded by specific TFs) upon the expression of a target gene. Synergy between TFs might be introduced through different mechanisms, including direct interactions between the implicated TF. In most cases promoter architecture does not seem to be permissible for such direct contacts The coregulator concept in eukaryotes, functional distance of regulatory elements. TF (here: A, B, C) activity is a function of its functional distance to the transcription start site GTFs, '+1' and the incoming signals it responds to. Functional distance does not necessarily reflect spacing along the linear DNA but rather depends on the DNA template structure. Coregulators change the chromatin structure by reversible methylation (-CH 3 ) acetylation (-CO-CH 3 ) and phosphorylation (-PO 3 2-), regulate higher-order chromatin packaging, and participate in the assembly and modification of GTFs and their cofactors, thereby either reducing (coactivator) or increasing (corepressor) this functional distance.
poses that particular coregulators might display affinities for specific histone-tail or nucleosome modifications, and thereby increase their local concentrations in a way that reflects the underlying pattern of chromatin modifications.
In this picture, coregulator complexes would use the pattern of histone modifications to identify sites within the genome that are 'ripe' for transcription regulation.
Coactivators would first open these domains in an indiscriminant fashion. Afterward, gene-specific transcription factors would then be able to access the DNA substrate in any of these domains. Benecke speculates that transcription factors might then 'stablize coregulator activity' and orchestrate the recruitment of general transcription factors to the region. In sum, the sequence of histone modifications within the chromatin would function more or less like the DNA code itself, directing regulation by organizing the specific engagement of coregulators at important sites.'It is proposed here, ' as Bennecke puts it, 'that coregulators are to "chromatin-sequence" what transcription factors are to DNA-sequence. ' Benecke argues that this 'coregulator model of transcription'can explain a number of observations,including how boundaries form between chromatin domains, and how transcription can be quickly shut down during chromosome condensation during mitosis. What's more, he suggests, this view places chromatin in a new light, as a central element in the regulatory machinery. 'In this view, ' he concludes, 'chromatin can be understood as an outer shell to the DNA', and its modification might be the very initial step in gene activation.
Mark Buchanan between different TFs. The characterization of transcription coregulators and their multiple TF interaction domains has prompted the hypothesis that they might be at the basis of synergistic activation between TFs that cannot directly interact with each other. In order to assess such a possibility, different TF and coregulator mutants were employed and tested for their capacity to maintain synergy on composite promoters (a data summary obtained by these experiments can be found in fig. 3 ). It was indeed possible to show that (1) coregulators such as the nuclear receptor coregulator transcription intermediary factor-2 (TIF2) are capable Fig. 3 . Coregulator-induced transcription factor synergy and DNA binding cooperativity. a The coregulator (CoR) induces synergy (defined as more than additive activity) between two TFs (A, B) when it can co-bind both proteins. By contrast, transcription activity between CoR-A and -B or -A and CoR-B, as measured by mutating (x) the CoR for interaction with either one TF, is only additive [14, 15] . add. = additive; syn. = synergistic. b The DNA-binding activity of a heterodimeric TF complex (AB) is cooperatively increased in the presence of a specific CoR. While A can also form homodimeric complexes on the composite recognition sequence, B requires A as a partner for binding [17] . Coop. = cooperative.
of promoting synergy between isolated transcription activators [14, 15] , (2) that such a mechanism requires simultaneous interaction between the coregulator and both transcription activators [14, 15] , and (3) that such a mechanism can be shown to operate on other TFs as well [15] . The demonstration of a molecular mechanism for coregulator-induced synergy [14] [15] [16] has the potential to explain synergistic effects between different TFs at a much more global scale, an idea supported by recent progress [15, 16, 21] . Coregulators might induce synergy between TFs by distinct means. Figure 5 illustrates two alternate models that can explain the effect of coregulator-mediated synergy. In the first case the amount of coregulator activity at a promoter has to overcome a certain critical threshold ( fig. 4a) , which can only be achieved through concerted recruitment of the coregulator by all participating TFs (left side). Alternatively, coregulator activity has to overcome a spatial threshold ( fig.  4b; i.e. an opened chromatin domain has to be established over a certain minimal length with respect to the DNA sequence).
In this latter case a coregulator does not necessarily directly interact with the different TFs present at the promoter, but rather several coregulator molecules are independently recruited by the TFs covering an extended region of the regulatory sequence (left side). Interestingly, we believe that the synergy studied previously [ [14] [15] [16] rather corresponds to the first case presented; however, currently no experimental protocol allows to unequivocally distinguish between the two modes presented. Cellular mechanisms probably profit from a mélange between the different options [21] . Interestingly, in cases where the promoter architecture does permit direct TF contacts, cooperativity in the DNA binding of TFs can also be established or enhanced by coregulators, leading to another mechanism by which coregulators introduce nonlinearity in the gene regulation process. The nuclear receptors retinoic acid receptor (RAR; fig. 3a , ' A') and retinoic X receptor (RXR,'B') can cooperatively bind a DNA regulatory site called direct repeat and spaced by 5 nucleotides (DR5; fig. 3 , grey and black box). While RAR (' A') can homodimerize on DR5 elements,RXR ('B') on its own is incapable of engaging with the DR5 element on its own. The coregulator thymine-DNA glycosylase (TDG) is Fig. 4 . Activation-repression switching and transcription-DNA repair crosstalk by coregulators. a CoR-1 acts as a corepressor on TF A when A is mutated (x) and unable to interact with CoR-2. CoR-2 displays no measurable activity when bound to A in the absence of CoR-1. When both CoR-1 and CoR-2 can bind to A, CoR-2 switches CoR-1 from a corepressor to a coactivator [18, 19] . repr. = repression; act. = activation. b The specific coregulators CoR-1 and CoR-2 can both act as transcription coactivators for TF A. They act synergistically when present together. However, CoR-1 and CoR-2 can, through cross-regulation of their associated enzymatic activities, turn DNA repair competent. The implication of the CoR-1/CoR-2 complex in both transcription regulation and DNA repair strongly suggest functional coupling of both activities [20] . coop. = cooperative.
capable of selectively enhancing DNA binding of RAR-RXR (' AB') heterodimers on the DR5 element [17; fig. 3b ].
Mechanisms of Coregulator Crosstalk.
Nonlinearity of transcription regulatory readout can also be observed at a higher order, with coregulators influencing their respective activities. A drastic example of such a higher order nonlinearity is observed between the coregulators receptor-interacting protein of 140 kD (RIP140; fig.4a ,'CoR-1') and the TBP-free TAF-containing complex (TFTC; 'CoR-2'). Both are capable of interacting with the same TF (here ' A'), while RIP140 ('CoR-1') strongly represses transcription when bound to the TF alone [19] ; TFTC on its own does not have measurable activity [18] . However, if both coregulators are present, TFTC converts RIP140 from a corepressor into a coactivator [18, 19; fig. 4a ], inversing the 'output' of promoter activity from repression to strong synergistic activation.
Similarly, a complex of CREB binding protein (CBP; fig.4b ,'CoR-2') and thymine DNA glycosylase (TDG; here 'CoR-1') is not only active in transcription but also in the DNA repair of G:T and G:U DNA base mismatches [20; fig. 4b ]. Both factors cooperate with one another and induce synergistic transcription activity on different TF complexes [20; fig. 4b ]. The cross-regulation of coregulator activity seems to be a general mechanism, as observed for SET-domain factors [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] or the regulation of TIF2-CBP coactivator activity by intracellular signaling cascades [27] . The involvement of the same coregulator pair in both base-excision repair and transcription effectively links both processes and opens the possibility of cross-regulation (or crosstalk) between both DNA-dependent machines [20] . It is thought that such a crosstalk will greatly benefit both timing and spatial coordination of DNA repair and transcription in a way that transcriptionally active sites are preferentially repaired to assure fidelity of former process. Reminiscent of this crosstalk are several independent observations, such as the cross-coupling of nucleotide excision repair with transcription [28] , double-strand break repair with coregulator action [29] , epigenetic regulation through DNA methylation/demethylation and transcription [30] , replicationcoupled DNA repair [31] , a link between transcription regulation and RNA splicing [32] , and a mechanism rerouting the GTF TFIID during apoptosis [33] .
Degeneration of the Regulatory Code
The reciprocal mapping of TFs and regulatory elements is -as far on we knowrendered impossible due to the degeneration of the regulatory sequence elements and the partial functional redundancy between closely related TFs [34] .The presence of a consensus (i.e. high affinity) regulatory element does not necessarily confer regulatory capacity to the corresponding DNA fragment. As a matter of fact, most TF-binding sites occur at mean statistic frequency (given as <f> = [(P A,T )
-1 with n being the number of A + T nucleotides (m = G + C) of the regulatory element and P their probability of occurrence) within the genomes of higher eukaryotes. Thus in the human fig. 3 ; [14] [15] [16] ) described here most likely is best represented by this model. Alternatively, coregulator-induced synergy might be the result of a timely recruitment of several molecules of coregulators (identical or different proteins) by the participating TFs. In this case, transcriptional activity of the target gene rather depends on the establishment of a stable chromatin-modified domain over a minimal distance exceeding a spatial threshold (b, left). The absence of any participating TF will render the size of the resulting chromatin domain inferior to the minimal requirement (right). Currently, no experimental method exists that could discriminate both possibilities in an in vivo system. Most likely, actual mechanisms of synergy are a mélange of both options.
However, noisy transcription due to a degenerate code is still observed [36] . Furthermore,most TFs do not only bind to a single, defined regulatory sequence but also interact with reduced affinity with motifs derived thereof [37, 38] . There are examples of TFs acting rather through low-affinity versus high-affinity consensus elements [39] . We explain this observation with coregulator action that induces binding cooperativity between several TFs (compare above), and speculate that these phenomena exist to increase regulatory capacity even further. Finally, highly related TFs often display functional redundancy in the sense that one canwithin limits -functionally substitute one for the other in case of a loss-of-function mutation [34] . Since these highly related factors even utilize identical or very closely related recognition sites, there is currently no way to pin a priori down the TF that acts through a given regulatory element or vice versa.
The Chromatin Sequence Code
The chromatin structure provides an active component of gene regulation for both repression [7] and activation [8] . TFs are, according to current models of gene regulation in eukaryotes, thought to engage with their recognition elements first and then,upon activation,orchestrate the remodeling of chromatin to allow transcription to occur. However, experimental evidence indicates that activation of TFs might be prior to DNA engagement [40] , and second that TF binding to DNA, at least in certain cases, depends on a preopened chromatin [41] and might be independent of the transcription process [42] . This strongly suggests that DNA binding of TFs is not necessarily the first step in the sequence of events leading to transcription regulation.
These findings have led us to propose a model of how the transcription machinery reads out and processes regulatory information. The model introduces the concept of a secondary gene regulatory code that is carried by the histone modifications (the 'chromatin sequence', fig.6 ).The existence of such histone modifications and their role within transcription regulation have been very well documented experimentally, and are accepted to play a major role in coregulator-driven processes [7] . What is new is rather the notion of a code implemented into the actual composition of these chromatin modifications. We progenome (3 × 10 9 base pairs),a given 8-mer regulatory element occurs >5 × 10 4 to 2 × 10 5 times -a number higher than the estimated total amount of genes (4 × 10 4 ). Since conservative estimates of the number of direct target genes of a given TF are in the order of 10 1 to 5 × 10 2 on the high end, clearly the majority of consensus motifs found is nonfunctional [35] .This is in striking contrast to prokaryotes, where genomic complexity is much smaller. Fig. 6 . The Secondary-code concept. Access of TFs to their cognate responsive elements (active binding sites) in chromatin can be considered chicken-and-egg problem. Current models of transcription activation require the TF to recognize its target site before recruitment of coactivators, which in turn will render the chromatin domain prone to transcription. The TF thus orchestrates the initial step in gene activation through its specificity for the regulatory element. However, several documented cases show that a stable TF DNA complex is only formed upon activation of transcription, suggesting that the chromatin needs to be opened by a coactivator before or concomitant with the engagement of the TF with its binding site. This experimental evidence conflicts with the above models with respect to the required specificity. With the recent demonstration that chromatin modifications are required for gene activation [8] and the suggestion that chromatin modifications along the nucleosomal array might constitute a secondary layer of gene regulatory coding (a; sinus curve represents nucleosomal array), an alternate model is proposed. Coregulators might use the histone modifications as 'flags' to identify sites on a genomic scale that are prone to transcription regulation (b, step 1). These domains are then 'opened' by the coactivator in an indiscriminate fashion. Upon activation, the gene-specific TF can access DNA only through all preopened domains and stably engage at those sites where a recognition element is present. The TF will then in turn further stabilize coregulator activity and orchestrate GTF recruitment (step 2). Sites that have been preopened in analogy constitute secondary recognition sites for corepressors which will reverse the nonspecific chromatin opening by the coactivator, thus establishing an equilibrium between both adverse processes (chromatin breathing). The TF, through its specific and stable engagement with regulatory elements, will temporarily shift the equilibrium to the open state at selected (specific) sites. The sequence of the different histone modifications along the nucleosomal array might thus play a function analog to the sequence of nucleotides in regulatory regions (TF binding) by directing the specific coregulator engagement with chromatin.
pose that coregulators displaying an affinity for (un)modified histone tails and core nucleosomes (the affinity of an enzyme, the coregulator, for its substrate, the histone tail) specifically recognize particular 'chromatin sequences', thereby increasing their local concentration around these sites and inducing chromatin breathing (through the interplay of corepressors and coactivators,see figures 6 and 7 for further explanation). Such chromatin breathing has indeed been observed, for instance in the case of the ATP-dependent chromatinremodeling machine SWI/SNF [43] [44] [45] . TFs then, in turn, can access DNA at these sites of preopened chromatin, shift the equilibrium between the 'repressed' and the 'open' state towards the latter, and engage the transcription apparatus ( fig.  7) . Interestingly, this model also allows incorporation of higher-order nucleosome packing (as found in heterochromatin), i.e. during epigenetic activation and repression [46] , in a fashion similar to transcription activation in that epigenetic regulatory factors (i.e. DNA methyltransferases) remove repressed ([R]) nucleosomes from the coregulator maintained hypercycle and transform them to the condensed ([C]) state ( fig. 7 ; [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] ). Such a symmetric model is especially appealing since it does almost naturally account for recent experimental evidence. For instance, it has been established that epigenetic silencing in Arabidopsis thaliana is composed of two stages,just as the present model suggests activation and repression processes [52] . Moreover, coregulator complexes have been found to delineate sites of polycomb repression, an observation in full agreement with the model presented here but difficult to reconcile with previous models [53] [54] [55] . Furthermore, the chromatin code model explains how boundaries between chromatin domains are established (through coregulatorinduced breathing of nucleosomal domains that act as substrates for the coregulators), a problem frequently raised [56] [57] [58] fig. 7 ).
Thus the model suggests the evolution of a second gene regulatory code, implemented on top of the primary DNA sequence-based code. The appearance of chromatin and its ample modifications parallels (on a crude scale) the appearance of coregulators during evolution. It is proposed here that coregulators are to chromatin sequence what TFs are to DNA sequence. Ample histone modifications have been reported to occur concomitant to transcription regulation and have been correlated with both activation and repression (see Introduction and [7] ). While histone acetylation and deacetylation have received most of the attention so far, it is increasingly evident that histone methylation also leads to an alternate route to transcription activation [59, 60] . Since chromatin could be understood as an outer shell to the DNA which is wound up in this protein structure, chromatin modification might well be the initial and not, as previously thought, a concomitant or subsequent step in gene activation.
Obviously, chromatin sequence is likely to be dependent on the underlying DNA sequence code or the activity exerted by the DNA sequence during different DNAbased sequence-specific processes. It is, for instance, maintained that chromatin structure is cell and cell stage specific [61, 62] , including in euchromatic regions, thus providing further evidence for the model proposed here. However, features of the chromatin structure contribute to epigenetic regulation (i.e. the telomeric and centromeric regions of the chromosomes) and directly link epigenetic regulation to the physiology of cancer [63, 64] and development [65] . Thus the secondary code proposed here is neither independent of nor completely dependent on the underlying DNA sequence.
Finally, it is possible to deduce from experimental evidence in the context of our model that certain features of the DNA sequence code can be predicted through interpretation of the constraints that faithful coregulator action imposes on the architecture of regulatory elements. These include:
(A) Sequence Constraints through coregulator requirement. The regulatory sequence elements of a gene and incoming signaling events instruct the assembly of a higher-order complex (consisting of coregulators and associated transcription factors). This complex is neither necessarily static nor does it necessarily represent direct interactions between its individual components, but rather reflects an orchestrated action of all its components. The chromatin structure of the target region plays a crucial role in the instruction (where) and assembly (when).Contrary to its individual components or subcomplexes, it is solely competent to process the entire available and required information and compute the corresponding output.
(B) Reciprocal mapping of complex features and signaling events. Since they respond to the same signal, the individual TF-coregulator complexes that act upon genes of common gene programs also share common architectural and functional features beyond or despite their actual composition. These features are encoded in a common DNA sequence architecture and a similar chromatin sequence, and can principally be understood and used in analysis.
(C) Signal interpretation capacity as consequence of complex sequence features.
Any given signal establishing a gene regulatory program can be mapped upon features of the regulatory sequence beyond primary TF-binding sites due to the constraints faithful coregulator action imposes on chromatin domains.
It will be of utmost importance to develop experimental tools to attempt sequencing chromatin modifications analogous to genome sequencing. Furthermore, it is maintained that it should be possible -given the instructive role that DNA sequence and its activity play in the chromatin sequence and thus on coregulator activity -to deduce architectural features of the TF-binding sites from coregulator action.
Discussion
Recent research on eukaryotic transcription control has uncovered nonlinearities associated with the interpretation of regulatory sequence [8, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and has put further emphasis on the degeneration of the underlying code conjunct with functional redundancy of the TFs [34] . Furthermore,there is compelling evidence to suggest a coregulator-based view of transcription regulation, in which the initial layer of the code interpretation machinery is made up of coregulators rather than TFs. These facts hamper the predictive quality of bioinformatic tools that do not incorporate a priori information beyond recognition sequences to analyze the genomes of higher eukaryotes. The coregulator model of transcription, presented here, can explain plasticity on the genomic level and promises to overcome some of these impediments by providing a conceptual link between signaling events and features beyond the pure sequence of regulatory elements of genes belonging to the same gene regulatory network. By suggesting that a secondary code is implemented in the histone tail modifications and interpreted by transcription coregulators, the different nonlinearities associated with coregulator action (as discussed in detail above) can be put on formal ground. Thus the euchromatin structure participates in the choice of the particular coregulator that is to be employed during the transcription regulation process. This, as demonstrated, will in turn help to associate different coregulators and their activities with specific domains of chromatin, analog to how we associate different TFs with specific DNA regulatory elements. The model predicts that coactivators (CoAs) will open chromatin at all nucleosomal sites that are a substrate for the specific CoA enzymatic activity (low specificity), whether or not they are used as sites of gene regulation. Only in a subsequent step (high specificity), through the engagement of a TF, does a subset of these opened sites become sites of active transcription ([A]), while the remainder is being converted back to the [R] state through the action of a corepressor (CoR) with an activity opposite to that of the CoA. By introducing coregulators prior to TF action, the comparatively low specificity of coregulators for histone tails is fully exploited by the cell (in the reverse case, after engagement of the highly specific TF, no further specificity will be gained by the subsequent recruitment of the coregulator). This comes at the cost of the energy needed to maintain the hypercycle between [R] and [O] states.However, it also provides a mechanism of how the cell overcomes ambiguities due to the degenerate nature of the regulatory DNA sequence code.
The implications for bioinformatic analysis are significant, since this model implies the necessity to analyze entire gene regulatory networks in order to extract the required information (chromatin sequence, coregulator-imposed DNA sequence constraints) to understand the regulation of any individual gene within the program. However, on the other hand, it provides an initial formalism that will and can be exploited during in-silico analysis of genomes for their regulatory capacities. Furthermore, based on the idea of low-specificity coregulator-induced chromatin breathing, a more comprehensive model of transcription regulation in eukaryotes can be developed that will grasp the essential features and mechanisms of the initial phase of gene expression.
We have begun to test the feasibility of translating these insights and the hypothesis generated therefrom into an annotation of complex enhancers (ACE) algorithm which, for example, analyzes the gene regulatory program induced by retinoic acid (the signal) in human hematopoiesis [66] .The availability of systematic gene expression profiles for normal and loss-of-function mutant cells can thereby be exploited to generate fitness functions for the individual composite nucleotide patterns used as input for the algorithm [66] . This quality measure is being exploited for optimization of parameters and automated refinement of those patterns [66, 67] .Furthermore,algorithms such as SMASH which extract the regulatory regions from homologue genes from mice and humans [68] demonstrate that chromatin-domain structure is indeed conserved between both organisms [68] and hence, in principal, can be extracted based on the formalism presented here.
